
Introduction 

 

This book has two aims. 

One is, to inform wonderful „one month implant‟ to people who is going to try to have 

implants. Moreover, understand its brilliant functions and comfortableness, and to 

relieve anxiety and solve patients` questions about their first implants. 

The other is, to understand the reason why the implant is able to become one`s own 

teeth in one month and patient would be able to bite food in one month. 

 

Normal implants require about six months from the dental implantation until patients 

are able to bite food. 

“Why do normal implants require six months?” 

The reason is simple; implant is a foreign matter to our body. 

When a foreign subsance enters our body, body rejects that substance. 

We protect ourselves by rejection. 

Yet, the body would not reject the one month implant, but the body rather regards it as 

a part of the body, therefore the body takes it into the body positively. As a result, the 

implant becomes part of the body in a blink. The implant becomes one`s own tooth in an 

instant. 

“Why do patients are able to bite food in one month by only using the one month 

implants? And why do the one month implant is taken into the body when it should be 

regard as a foreign matter from the viewpoint of the body? It is mysterious. I want to 

know the reason.” 

These are the candid questions from patients  

I will answer simply to these questions from the viewpoint of medicine and science. 

 

Moreover, I will answer simply and specifically to the question “What does the implant 

becomes one`s own tooth mean. 

Additionally, I will answer following question. 

 

“In normal understanding, „Implant becomes one`s own tooth is to become natural tooth, 

but implant is an artificial object and a foreign substance, therefore it seems that the 

implant would never be able to become one`s own tooth. But why can it be said that the 

one month implant is able to become one`s own tooth?” 

 

Furthermore, in order for you to understand the one month implant deeply, we have 



decided to select questions which we often receive from our patients. 

 

In this book, we use the one month implant as a proper noun to represent the function 

that the implant becomes one‟s own tooth in one month and patients would be able to 

bite food with it. However, its official name is „AQB implant‟ 

We use „long life implant‟ to explain how long this one month implant would last from 

the viewpoint of patients. 

 

If you have any other questions, please feel free to e-mail us. E-mail address is 

mentioned at the last page. 
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